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Practical Volumetric Analysis
Excerpt from Senior Practical Chemistry This little book provides a course of
experimental work which is designed to meet the requirements of the Senior Cambridge
Local Examination in Practical Chemistry. It is divided into three parts. In Part I.,
Chapter I., a number of carefully selected preparations are described, with full working
details and diagrams (where necessary); in Chapter II. the action of heat on some
typical substances is investigated. Part II. deals with Quantitative Analysis, Chapter I.
consisting of a selection of simple experiments mainly gravimetric, whilst Chapter II.
contains an elementary treatment of Volumetric Analysis. Part III. is concerned with the
Qualitative Analysis of Simple Salts. The syllabus of the Examination, however, states
that alternative questions will be set, so that a candidate may avoid the Qualitative
Analysis altogether if he wishes. No apologies are needed for writing a text-book to a
particular syllabus provided it is a good syllabus. As this condition is certainly satisfied
the author hopes that the book will be found useful by a wider range of students than
those for whom he is ostensibly writing. We have to thank the Controller of His
Majesty's Stationery Office, and also Messrs. Macmillan and Co. for their kind
permission to include in this book the Tables of Logarithms and Antilogarithms
published in "Examinations in Science and Technology." About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
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www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In
rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
This book is primarily meant to assist secondary school students offering Chemistry
subject. It also acts as a good foundation to those offering this subject at advanced
level. Chemistry is one of the most enjoyable subjects that any student can easily study
and understand; it's enjoyable and passable. It has simple techniques some of which
are covered in this book, and if you can master them, this subject will instead become
an enjoyable game that you will always want to practice at home or during your free
time. This book is divided into four sections including General Laboratory Guidelines
and procedures that are normally ignored in a number of secondary schools, Volumetric
Analysis, and Qualitative Analysis. You will find these techniques very easy to
understand and enjoyable. Sections on inorganic qualitative analysis contain theoretical
principles and experimental data explained in details with a number of examples to help
a student. Both sections of qualitative and volumetric analysis expose some methods of
treatment of experimental data. At the end of this book, a comprehensive appendix has
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been added for the practicing scientist.
First published in 1915, this book provides a comprehensive account of volumetric
analysis, with information on theoretical and practical areas.
Proficiency in volumetric analysis is a key skill for chemists in research and industry. This work
seeks to 'modernise' approaches to volumetric analysis, by relating practical work to
vocationally-relevant topics, whilst maintaining the rigor required for satisfactory performance
in practical examinations. Written by someone who has experienced both teaching and
working as a research chemist, this up to date textbook on practical volumetric analysis will
provide the theoretical chemistry associated with volumetric analysis supported by a selection
of practicals. There will also be suggestions for a number of investigations which could form
the basis of project-based learning or coursework, particularly for those pursing vocational
science courses. Section 1 will consist of three theory chapters, covering preliminary concepts
(fundamentals of chemistry, essential quantitative chemistry and concepts of statistics).
Section 2 will be divided into four chapters, based on the four main divisions of volumetric
analysis (acid-base titrimetry, redox titrimetry, precipitation titrimetry and complexometric
titrimetry). Each chapter in this section will start with a review of essential theory, with worked
examples and illustrations where appropriate, and end with a selection of laboratory practicals.
Each chapter will also contain a number of open-ended investigations, for use in project-based
learning or coursework. Section 3 will address more advanced topics and be divided into four
chapters (volumetric analysis in industry, further statistical concepts, mathematics of titrimetry
and advanced titrimetry). Practical work and suggestions for further reading will be included
where appropriate. Practical Volumetric Analysis is suitable for students taking modules in
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introductory chemistry and analytical chemistry on undergraduate degree courses as well as
providing guidance to non-specialists teaching chemistry.
This Book Has Been Especially Written For Class Xii Students Under 10+2 Pattern Of
Education According To The Syllabi Prescribed By The Cbse And Other States Boards. This
Book Will Help The Students In Acquiring Correct Skills In Practicals And Various Techniques
Of All Laboratory Experiments.Salient Features * An Introduction To The Book Is Given. This
Describes The Laboratory Apparatus And Instructions And Precautions For Working In The
Laboratory. * Simple Language And Lucid Style. * Adequate Number Of Illustrations To Explain
And To Clarify The Use Of Various Apparatus Used In The Laboratory. * Theoretical Aspects
Of Each Equipment Have Been Discussed Along With Experiments. * In Volumetric Analysis,
Both The Normality And Molarity Concepts Are Made Clear. * Li>In Quantitative Analysis
(Inorganic And Organic), Various Tests Have Been Given In A Systematic Way.Specimen
Recordings Of Experiments Are Given To Help The Students To Record On Their Notebooks.
* Viva-Voice Questions Have Been Included In Each Chapter. * A Fairly Large Number Of
Investigatory Projects Covering Various Topics Are Given. Selection Of Projects Is Carefully
Made Which Can Be Easily Performed In School Laboratory. * An Appendix Describing
Various Chemical Hobbies Is Given Which Will Be Extremely Helpful To The Students For The
Development Of Chemical Hobbies, Understanding The Basic Principles Involved And The
Chemistry Of Various Hobbies. * An Appendix Describing Some Typical Chemical Exhibits Is
Also Given. This Will Help The Students To Participate In The Science Fares Organized By
Various Agencies. These Experiments Will Cultivate Interest Among The Students For
Learning Chemistry. * An Appendix Each For The Solubility'S Of Various Salts, Atomic
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Weights, Preparation Of Various Reagents, Indicator Papers And The First Aid To Be
Administered In Case Of Accidents Is Given. The Syllabi Prescribed For Class Xii Students
Under 10+2 Pattern Along With Distribution Of Marks Is Also Given.
As a chemistry practical workbook, this book aims at providing guiding notes for young
students in the discipline, in addition to young academicians, towards passing chemistry
practical exams. The first chapter focuses on volumetric analysis, to which follows a chapter
concerning qualitative analysis. The last two chapters regard thermochemistry and chemical
kinetics, respectively. Each chapter is reinforced with working examples and chronological
classroom exercises for quantitative / volumetric analysis.ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Amos
Senyonjo is a graduate chemistry teacher from Mbarara University of Science and Technology,
in addition to a current candidate of this institution's Master's program of Science in Chemistry.
For five years, Senyonjo dedicated himself to completing this book to provide a comprehensive
aid to young chemists, or academicians. Senyonjo has been teaching chemistry for years at
the secondary school level, the aspiration to complete this book comes directly from his
passion for education and his desire to make chemistry attainable to everyone who has
interest for it.
Calibration and use of volumetric apparatus. Practical principles of volumetric analysis.
Acidimetry and alkalimetry. Acid-base reactions. Acid-base displacement titrations. Titrations
involving hydrolytic precipitation or complex formation. Special methods of acidimetry and
alkalimetry. Argentometric titrations. Other precipitation methods. Formation of slightly
dissociated or complex compouds, mercurimetry.
The aim of this study was to determine if there were gender differences in the performance of
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Chemistry practical skills among senior six girls and boys in selected mixed secondary schools
in Kampala District from February to March 2004. The study participants were drawn from five
mixed secondary schools in the district. A total of fifty students participated, half of them girls
and the other half boys. A cross sectional descriptive research design was used involving both
quantitative and qualitative research strategies. The instruments of data collection were a
Chemistry practical test (Quantitative analysis), student questionnaires and in-depth interviews.
Questionnaires were filled out by all students and forty randomly selected students were
interviewed by the researcher. The following were the findings: 1. There were no statistical
significant differences between girls and boys in their ability to manipulate the
apparatus/equipment, take observation, report/record results correctly, and
compute/interpret/analyze results during the Chemistry practical. 2. Both female and male
students perceived interpreting/analyzing results to be the most difficult skill to perform,
whereas manipulation of apparatus/equipment was perceived to be the easy skill to perform
during Chemistry practical by both gender. 3. Girls had a poor self-confidence in their ability to
perform Chemistry practical, as most of them (90%) believed that boys are better than them.
Although girls performed slightly better than boys overall, the skills in which boys performed
slightly better than girls in recording/reporting results correctly, and
computing/interpreting/analyzing results, contributed a higher percentage in the assessment of
Chemistry practical examinations by the UNEB examiners. Hence, it may be the reason why
boys perform better than girls in UNEB Chemistry practical examinations, and in 'A' Level
Chemistry examinations generally. The recommendations were that Chemistry teachers in 'O'
Level should make sure that students are taught mole concept, volumetric analysis and Ionic
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Chemistry, and balancing equations early enough so that both girls and boys are able to
compute/interpret/analyze results. Also, further research should be done on gender and
Chemistry practical skill performance, considering qualitative analysis practical for both 'O' and
'A' Level, so that more knowledge is gained about the effect of gender on performance of
Chemistry practical skills.
This book is written for the entry level chemistry students. It is most important that students
understand the basics behind every experiment they perform to excel in future. This book
explains the basic principles and practical methods in possible simple way to quantify the
concentration of an analyte.

The book covers exhaustively the secondary chemistry practical syllabus. It
covers form one to form four practical topics namely; volumetric analysis
qualitative analysis, energy changes and reaction rates. The topics are written in
simple language that matches the level of learners. Each topic begins with a brief
introduction which is then followed by requirements and procedures for various
practical and exercise are given to solidify the knowledge in the learner. In
addition, steps followed when preparing solutions are well explained to help the
teacher prepare solutions for various practical. The examples and exercise are
framed in K.C.S.E style of setting questions. The book adheres to the use of
international unit for physical and applied chemistry (IUPAC) nomenclature. The
book gives six K.C.S.E model examination papers for revision by the students as
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they prepare for their final examination. In addition, steps followed in writing
projects for science congress are succinctly discussed. One example of project in
chemistry practical is well explained to help students, think about other areas
where practical chemistry can be applied in their day to day life.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women
who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and
social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its
consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human
endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
Textbook of Practical Pharmaceutical Analytical Chemistry A pharmaceutical analyst
needs to have a clear understanding of the methods used to test a particular sample.
This book is a sincere attempt in educating students about the concepts of the various
analytical testing methods. The book has been written to cater to the needs of the B.
Pharm. students in accordance with the AICTE syllabus. It can also serve as a
supplementary text for the Pharm. D., D. Pharm. and the B. Sc. (Analytical Chemistry)
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students. Salient Features Easy narrative language encasing a student-friendly
approach Basic theoretical concepts of analytical chemistry for essential understanding
of the subject Experimental methods and design presented in detailed easy-to-follow
formats Derivation of equivalent factor of all the drug assays mentioned in the book
Coverage of all the parameters like IP limit, theory related to practical, procedure,
preparation and standardization of solutions, assay procedure, complete calculations,
pharmaceutical use, etc. Comprehensive presentation of testing methods and
observations in a tabular form for enhanced visualization and learning Observation
tables, calculations and precautions included for quick reference A must buy for all
pharma students!
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